
HOW TO WRITE A REVIEW ON DEALERRATERMYREVIEW

Copied below are step-by-step instructions for customers to post a Review on DealerRater. Please feel free to share
these instructions with your customers.

But they allow the dealers that pay to remove unwanted reviews saying unfound info. So while your review
may have got pushed to page 2 by the time it was posted, we can assure you that there is nothing fishy and that
all reviews that are posted on the site are real reviews from real people, just like you. It looked like you were
posting the review about a different business than the dealership you submitted the review for. I was also told
by the Business Manager over the phone the next day, after I really went over the VPA, To stop Tring to
negotiate over the phone in a very stern voice!. My self included. As I left in disgust, like a child the salesman
said," and I know you tried to buy a car of? Meanwhile DealerRater post the good reviews right away, then
after 2 weeks of delay and no contact from the dealership BTW our negative comments are posted BUT under
the reporting date two weeks ago This insures that all negative comments are buried at least 10 pages back in
the reviews!!?? There is an agenda it seems on the part of DealerRater. In the case of the review you
submitted, Your review was removed as a Terms of Use violation for not pertaining to the dealership you
submitted the review for. This affected many dealers including mine that had been focusing on only one site
while not getting dealership reviews across multiple review sites. Our mission is to make the car buying
process better for everyone, and we believe that the 2 week resolution period does just that by allowing dealers
and consumers to work out any issues, clear up confusion, and make up for any negative behavior. Very
disappointing that DealerRater service that should be helping the people wanting fair critiques get showered
with positive reviews but would have to go back at least 10 pages to see any negative comments which most
people would not do, BUT if they knew your system they might! In fact, those dealerships who build positive
reviews on DealerRater gain a competitive advantage because they can then leverage those positive reviews to
persuade prospective buyers to visit their showroom as opposed to visiting another local dealer with a less
favorable reputation. Clearly shannagins sanctioned by you to allow them time to dilute my review. Due to
these changes, I was curious to what was buzzing around the DealerRater offices. However, BBB does not
verify the accuracy of information provided by third parties, and does not guarantee the accuracy of any
information in Business Profiles. I thought I would ask. Matthew: The most recent positive DealerRater
reviews feed directly to your website DealerRater offers a 2-week reconciliation period enabling you to work
with a negative reviewer prior to the review going live DealerRater reviews feed to your Facebook fan pages
DealerRater provides individual sales team or MyReviews pages. DealerRater reviews are still indexed on
Google and your DealerRater star rating is still prominently seen on the first page of Google search results.
BBB Business Profiles are subject to change at any time. As I got up to leave, he handed me a pamphlet called
'Vehicle Return Plus' saying, "This is included in the Price of the car". Thank you again for taking the time to
share your feedback, and please let us know if there is anything else we can do for you. We are not paying you
a a month you scam artists! When considering complaint information, please take into account the company's
size and volume of transactions, and understand that the nature of complaints and a firm's responses to them
are often more important than the number of complaints. I was very honest in both write-ups. If you pay, they
will filter out the bad reviews by claiming that they give the dealer a chance to address the customer's
concerns. So, only positive reviews will usually be seen as even I who was looking for my review and to scroll
way back in time to see it almost gave up. Dustin C. For year to date until I submitted my negative review the
dealer averaged 1 comment per two weeks. Additionally, it looked like you were reviewing a followup
independent service experience. Matthew: Google has revamped the appearance and layout of the Places page
to allow for increased emphasis on Google User reviews. I asked him ,'so what happens if a customer wanted
to buy a car? Rather than value fair and honest reviews this website wants only positive reviews online and
takes a dim view of anything negative. They claim to give a "voice" to the consumer but do not allow actual
consumers to review dealers if the write-ups are not positive. The reason the positive review you submitted
was initially rejected was because of a discrepancy - the review showed up in our system with a low 1. In
addition, DealerRater reviews gain high organic search placement. Terry D W. If you would like to followup
or provide additional information, please contact help dealerrater.


